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kanamachi is a political thriller, set against the backdrop of bengal’s
political history. it narrates the story of a young man, rituparna das, who,

due to a shameful childhood incident, has been branded as a terrorist. but,
he has started a new life for himself. his small-town boy's innocence leads
him to one of the biggest scandals of contemporary politics. in the process,

he encounters some of the most powerful and influential people in the
state. kanamachi is the story of rituparna, a young man from bengal who is
being brought up in a village in birbhum. rituparna's father is a local goon

and a police informer. rituparna, on the other hand, wants to be a writer. he
has been writing a blog about the police in birbhum and wants to get his

name in a book. when rituparna's plan is uncovered, his whole life is put to
risk. to save his life, rituparna has to make a choice. in order to save his life,

he has to change his life. the film is set against the backdrop of the 2013
west bengal assembly elections. the election results are known even before
the polling begins. but, the main point of the film is the story of rituparna.
rituparna is a brahmin, who comes from a upper-caste family. he wants to
rise from being a goon to a policeman, from being a "terrorist" to a writer
and also from being a brahmin to a congress supporter. the film is set in

birbhum. the film begins in the year 2013, when the ruling trinamool
congress is in power in the state. the cast of the movie which is going to
release on 16 dec 2013. raj chakraborty is the director of this movie. it is

the second movie of suchona. her first and debuted movie was abbas with
nirab & directed by saif chandan.
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